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RETRACTABLE BANNER STANDS.Roll-IT-Up1

Roll-it Up 1 is the ideal solution for all your special 
events, product launches, trade shows and of 
course, sales people in a rush. This sturdy elegant 
high-quality display enables you to “ hit the ground 
running”. The graphical panel retracts into the 
base, keeping it safely protected. The whole display 
fits into a small carry-on-sized nylon canvas bag. With 
a setup time of less then 30 seconds Roll-it-Up 1 is the 
ideal display for all your information needs. It just can’t 
be more convenient or better than this.  
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SPECIFICATIONS
Complete Roll-It-Up 1 unit with snap-action top profile, 3-folded pole, 
and padded carrying bag. (Top profile with double-sided adhesive tape 
available upon request.) Graphic panel not included.

Weight: 11 lbs. (5 kg) or 13 lbs. (6 kg)
Base material: Clear anodized aluminum
Graphic panel: Several options available
Packaging: Padded nylon bag

Standard graphic sizes:
39001 Clear Anodized, 33 1/2” x 79” (85 x 201 cm)
39002 Clear Anodized, 33 1/2” x 86” (85 x 218 cm)
39003 Clear Anodized, 39 3/8” x 79” (100 x 201 cm)
39004 Clear Anodized, 39 3/8” x 86” (100 x 218 cm)

OPTIONAL PARTS & ACCESSORIES
39010 Top Profile, Snap-action,w.Hook,ClearAnodized, 33 1/2” (85 cm)
39012 Top Profile, Snap-action,w.Hook,ClearAnodized, 39 3/8” (100 cm)
39014 Top Profile w.Double-sidedAdhesiveTape & Hook,ClearAnodized,

33 1/2” (85 cm)
39016 Top Profile w.Double-sidedAdhesiveTape & Hook,ClearAnodized,

39 3/8” (100 cm)
39021 Pole, 3-folded, Clear Anodized, for panel 79” (201 cm)
39020 Pole, 3-folded, Clear Anodized, for panel 86” (218 cm)
39263 Nylon Bag, Padded, Black, for 33 1/2” unit
39264 Nylon Bag, Padded, Black, for 39 3/8” unit
39269 Protection case, Padded, Black, for 33 1/2” unit
39040 Halogen Spotlight, 50W, Chrome, w. clip, 8.8 feet cord and

transformer, incl. black nylon bag

Roll-it-up 1 can even be used at various heights. By simply extending the 
pole to only 1/3 or 2/3 of its full length, you can quickly create a presentation 
in stages or a table-top display.The graphic panel rolls in and out of the unit.
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